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Landsat Thematic Mapper images have been acquired over
the region of West Antarctica, broadly referred to as the Siple
Coast, where multiple ice streams feed the Ross Ice Shelf. The
goals of a joint project by the U.S. Geological Survey and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration are to produce
multicolor image maps at scales of 1:250,000 (some selected
areas at 1:100,000), to demonstrate the utility of thematic map-
per imagery in planning future field programs, and to use the
digital data in the analysis of the ice dynamics of this region.

To date, digital tapes have been purchased for 10 thematic
mapper scenes (table). The figure shows how these scenes
overlap and provide coverage for the region occupied by Ice
Streams D, E, and part of C. Landsat coverage further south

Images purchased in digital format

Scene identification	 Latitude	Longitude
number	Path-row	Date	(in degrees) (in degrees)

Y5105215333X0	014-117 01/17/87	79.08	138.36
Y1505215335X0	014-118 01/17/87	80.02	144.59
Y502761 4544X0	006-118 12/02/84	80.01	132.42
Y510511451 0X0	007-119 01/16/87	80.42	141.55
Y5105014074X0	233-119 01/15/87	80.42	131.07
Y5105212174X0	215-122 01/17/87	81.45	131.26
Y5105615094X0	010-119 01/12/87	80.42	146.33
Y5104915025X0	009-118 01/14/87	80.02	137.15
Y5032913362X0	226-122 01/24/85	81.50	148.25
Y5032913355X0	226-121 01/24/85	81.42	138.17

is not feasible due to orbital limitations; however, additional
imagery will be acquired northward to extend the coverage to
areas with established geodetic control. This is particularly
critical for the mapping effort because no rock outcrops exist
in the 10 scenes currently held. In addition, attempts will be
made to obtain position coordinates for suitable fixed or slow-
moving ice features located in the imagery to provide addi-
tional ground control for the mapping project.

Enhancements of the imagery reveal a wealth of features
that are relevant to studies of ice dynamics (see, for example,
Lucchitta and others 1985; Swithinbank and Lucchitta 1986;
and Orheim and Lucchitta 1987). Flowbands, crevasses, and
undulations indicate flow direction, relative strengths of ad-
jacent flowbands, the boundaries of the ice streams, and lo-
cations of resistive patches within ice streams. On this new
imagery, flowbanded structure appears even on Ice Stream C,
an ice stream, which is no longer active, indicating how it
flowed in the past. The identification of these large-scale fea-
tures, particularly the flowbands and undulations, was not
possible with the aerial photographs taken over Ice Stream B.
Satellite imagery represents a considerable improvement over
aerial photography in this regard and is more cost effective
than standard photography.

A new aspect to this imagery is that it is an integral part of
an ongoing investigative field program. The qualitative as-
sessment of these images has affected the formulation of future
field operations in this region. The location of ground-based
radar-sounding profiles has been adjusted to take advantage
of the different types of surfaces seen in the imagery which
are near the base camp. The identification of bifurcating flow-
bands in the immediate vicinity of the Upstream C camp (82.4°S
136.4°W) may offer an explanation of a puzzling distribution
of strain rates measured in this area (Whillans personal com-
munication). The imagery will also prove useful for the location
of other remote field sites where surface strain rates and ve-
locities will be measured as well as in the planning of the
airborne radar sounding program. As these data are collected,
the image map will form a basis for a regional interpretation
of the complete data set.

This project is supported by National Science Foundation
(Memorandum of Agreement DPP 85-12516) and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Ocean Program, grant
161-40-17.
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Map of study area showing location of imagery.
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